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Abstract 

final technical report for the ct titled “Mathematically Reduced 
s.” The aim of the project was to 

efficient chemistry model for combustion simulations. The reduced chemistry 
s developed mathematically without the need of having extensive knowledge ofthe 
involved. To aid in the development of the model, Neural Networks (NN) was 

usctl via a new network topology h o w  as Non-linear hincipal Components Analysis 

A commonly used Multilayer Perceptran Neural Network (MLP-NN) was modified to 
of NPCA-NN was improved with the Generalized 
based on kernel smoothing kchziques. Kernel 

t without the imposition of a 
was generated based on the 

E i s  a reccntly discovered .Fuel 
such as coal, biomass, and urban wastes) which 

Mechanism Using Neural Ne 

implement NF’CA-NN. The tra 
Regrmsion Neural Network 

CA-NN algorithm W ~ S  then used 

diesel. An in-ho 
eveloped baed on M 
so provided valuable research 
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Mathematically Reduced Chemical Reaction Mechanism Using Neural Networks 

1.0 Introduction 
In combustion simulations, one frequently encounters chemical mechanisms consisting 

of more than 500 species participating in more than 2000 chemical elementary reactions. To 
this mechanism with such a large number of species is computationally prohibitive. 

Hencx, i t  is desired to reduce the number of species to be modeled to a number that is 
rately represent the full detailed 

ensional systems of non-linear 
space, and may geometrically 

as circles, ton or other manifolds [Kirby and Miranda, 19991. It is 
roximate these isolated regions of the phassspace by a mathematical model 

ion of the original ambient space. Several techniques 
mechanism that describes the chemical transformations 

used in mechanism reductions have been 
ed can be broadly classified as those based 

ques based on approximate reductions. 

computations, and yet be able 
+ These species are modeled by very 
equations which exist as isolated regio 

have been used to re 
of a given reaction. Mathematical tec 
desc-ibed by Tomlin et al. (1997). The 
on rzsponse suface modeling, and v 

ng only a small region of the space. If we 
underlying variables BE R" , 
62 ... 6,,,), wherefr ( ) , , fa ( )  are 

the data vector x i s  
rdinates are so closely 

ables 8. We say 
to construct the 

provide a very powerful tool 
, applied this procedure for the 

problem of a representative chemically reactive 

The major objectives of the current work are as follows: 
1. Improve the training rate ofthe NPGA-NN algorithm developed previously, 



2. Develop a method to determine optimum trajectory data of reaction mechanisms 
needed to use NPCA-NN. 

3. Apply the NPC algorithm to the reduction of Dimethyl ether @ME) 
mechanism. 

4. Couple the developed NPCA-NN model to the KIVA CFD code. 
5. Test the CFD code on a few other simple sample mechanisms 
6 .  Student Eklucation in Computational Applied Mathematics 

2.0 Background Information 
2.1 Neural Networks 

or ac.tivation value of this old function to its 
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Figare 1. Neural Network Model 

2.2 Nonlinear Principal Component Analysis (NPCA 

ination of a mapping 
G x + e  

Fr 
to 

to R"' where m<n. It will also be desired to implement the mapping from R" 

nates globally. To construct this 
chemical kinetics, it is usually 
data x(t) for all trajectories of the 



reacc*jon state space. In this study we have developed a procedure to address this short 
y using the techniqrtes of com This procedure for generating 

‘he MLP-NN was modified to implement the NPCA-NN. Essentially the NPCA-NN, 
ee Figure 2). The first 

ive trajectories for NPCA outl tails below. 

dimimsional system is 

rceptron (MCP-NN), 
in this network are 

Figure 2. Non-Linear Principal Component Analysis Neural Network 

, in which the input layer has the same 

he bottle-neck layer 
, The last part of the network 
This layer takes the output o f  

bottle-neck layer, that the 



Among the different implementation of Neural Networks (NN), the network structure 
gression Neural Networks 

Below is given a present results of actual 
that posses the fastest traini 

tation on a test problem and 

2.3.1 Generalized Regression Neural Network 
The mathematical back . Kernel smoothin 

ical kernel smoothing 
in data set without 

sition of a parametric model (is., models based on basic functions such as logs, 
s, sines, and cosines). This smoothing without using known models is known as 

Consider a p m e r r i c  regression in which you want to fit data to a linear fanetion. 
non-parametric regression. 

{(xi 2 

The linear fit to 

poafidfi are model parameters determined from data using appropriate numerical fitting 
techrliques. E, are the errors of the approximation assumed to be symmetric random variables 

the developed appro g function m(X). The function m for which 

is minimized, i s  the conditional mean Y given X: 

m(X)  = E(Y I X) 

in ncn-linear regression theory, E(Y/X), the expwted value of Y X is: 

E[Y 1 XI = : 
{f(x,r)dY - 

s the joint probability density function @df) of X and Y. 

Now if we remove the re 



The method to be described below is a way of estimating the pdf, f ( X ,  Y )  above, given only 
a sample data set {(x,, x}:-, . 

Suppose we have an unknown sample whose value of X variable i s  x, We want to 
kno-.., the estimate y of Y given this value of X. Compute: 

0: = ( x -  X , ) T ( ~ -  X I )  

-0: 
2#2 h, = exp[-] i = 1 ... n 

Several methods of choosing (T are available and can be different for each data point 

x will now be given by: 
work we have used a constant LT . 

e approximation for y gi 

is important, It has the effect 

and consists of only two 

den ominator. 



Figure 3. Neural Network Implementation of Generalized Regression 

for dimension reduction 
of memical systems. The p may be posed mathemati 



f;(4..-%)=Yl 
f, (XI ... X" 1 = Y2 

f ,  (3 ...X" 1 = Y" 

we consider only 6, then x E R" and 
ch can be quite large for most 

rn i s  to reduce the dimension of the i 

R. The dimension of the problem in this 
systems. The dimensio 

les from n to m, where 
an n. If the reduced variables are represented as z E R"' then our problem can be 

The objective then is to be able to use GRNN to determine z and g, so that lIy--j/l is 
ork accomplished so far. 
understand the CRNN. The algorithm to 

ted in MatLab. In order to test the algorithm, we was written and 

f (x , ,x2 ,S)=4qz  +2x: +.;; -x,x2 +x2x, -5x, -95 + x3 

>>[xt Et ytl=testing2(500) 

function [xt,ft, 

c=xd; 
gama-l .4; 
W = grnn2 (xd,c,gamat ; 
w=yd: 

hold on 
plot(x,yt, 'r-',x,ft, I * ' )  i 
ylabel( function value, f ' ) i 
&label ( ' Observation ' ) i 
title('GRNN Function Prediction 500 Points') ; 



legend('ACtUal', 'GRNN Estimate',l); 
hold off 

ata points x and y for regression analysis 
% of a particular function 
id-3 ; 
xd=lO*rand (id,nd) ; 

xd = sign(xd) . *mini 10, abs (xd) i 
y=zeros (nd, 1) ; 

xd = 2*xd - 10; 

y(j)= 4*x{3)^2 + Z'x12)"Z t ~ ( 3 1 - 2  - x(l)*x(2) + x ( 2 ) * % ( 3 )  - 5*x(1) 
end 

function H = grnnZiX, C, X) 

c = C ( : , j ) :  
A = X - c(:,one 
2 = sum(A."Z)./ 
H ( : , j )  = expi-2'); 

end 



Flgwe 5 G W N  Results Using 1500 Points 

riments (DOE) software. 

ue between 0 and 



4.0 of NPCA-NN Algorithm to the Reduction of Dimethyl Ether (DME) 

engines as a substitute 
emissions. It has been 

standards. No catalytic converters are 
ulae CH3-O-CH3 is 
and pressure, and a 

E were obtained 

!version: dme-24 
ey, M. D., Platz, J., 

perimental and ixed Atmospheric- 

emistry, A 104, NO. 35, 8194-8206, 

ermore, CA, 

! 
elements 
h c o n  
encl 

species 
h h2 
h2ci n2 
ch; Ch4 

ch2co 

2 

0 
co 
ho2 
c2h4 
c2h2 
hcco 
ch2 cho 
c2h5cho 

02 oh 

ch2 

c2h5co 



0 2  
hcc2 
chjochZo2 

och202h 
end 

ch302 
ch3co2 
ch3co3 

hoch202 

C2h502 
C2h4Ol-2 
ch3co3h 
ch3coch2o 
ch2 (s) 
ch3och202h 
hoch2oco 
ch2ocho 

ch302h c2h502h 
c2h402h 
c2h3co c2h3cho 

ch3och3 ch3och2 
ch3och2o 02ch20ch202h 
hoch2o hco2h 
ch3och2oh hoch202h 

hco3h he03 

The mechanism is in CHEMKIN format and contains 79 species and 351 reactions. 
T h e x  reactions are the starting point to apply NPCA-NN. Only zero dimensional models will 
be used to study the evolution of the species. The challenge will be the application ofNPCA- 
NN to this mechanism, some clever programming will be required to automate the process. 
Noti: that to apply NPCA-NN to this mechanism, the reduction modeling will be applied 
twirz. The first application of NPCA-NN will be to develop new reduced variables for the 
specks concentrations. The second application will develop reduced variables for the 
reacrion rates for each species. This way it will not be necessary to usc CHEMKIN with 
KIVk.  Zero dimensional CHEMKIN solutions will only be used to generate data for NPCA- 
NN mining. 

5.0 CFD Code Development and Implementation 
'The main effort was to develop and implement a CFD code and to intcrfacc the code to 

C1II:MKIN. Initially it was proposcd to use the code KIVA. As the project p r o p s e d  an in 
hou:t: code w3s developed and used. The process provided valuable experience to the 
gradcate students. The main features of the code were to use kernel function approximation, 
deri.Idtives approximation using complex variables, and solving the ODES using the modified 
Ran,;a Kutta Method (RKM). 

hi t idly a simple 2-D CFD code was chosen for implemcntation. The code chosen was 
the 2-D Euler solwr described in thc book by Michaci Lobo, titled, Time-Marching a stcp- 
by-,icp guide to a flow solver, Ashgate Publishers, 1997. The book contained a detailed 
description of a two dimensional flow solver with the necessary backgound mathematics 
explsined in details. The complete code is in FORTRAN programming language. The codc 
was rested on a simple problem, which was to solv~ '  for steady flow of air through a plane 
symiietricd diffuser. In this problem the viscosity and density of air were taken to be 1.91 X 
IO -.' kgim.s and 1.21 kg/m3, respectively. The flow profile at the inlet was assumed to be flat 
with a bulk velocity of 160 nds. The flow at the outlet was assumed to be fully developed. 
The results of the computation visualized in 'fecplot are attached. The results are for the grid 
profk ,  the Mach number, and static pressure distribution as shown in Figurcs 6,  7 and 8 
rcsp xtivcly. 
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Figure 6. Diffuser Grid Profile 
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Figure 7. Mach No. Distribution 



ser Pressure Distribution 

iJ,+<+G,=O 

e variables are: 

p : densify 
u :velocity in x 
v : velociv in y 
p :pressure 
E ;energy 
h ; enthdpy 



o solve for six scalar u&own 
by appropriate thermodynamic 

s. In order to extend the solver to 

n in general Cartesian-tensor 

cies i. This will 

species, where W, i specie i. If we assume thermal 
rium and apply for 

e =  T 

stant and T, the static temperature. Using Dalton's law, the 

i = l  ... N - - 

with 

, K = - ,  Pi w =  
P P' 

W will bc the moleculx weight of die gas mixture. All species will be assunled to be 
ther xially perfect and the specific heats at constant pressure are approximated by polynomials 
of TI :e form 

c,, =A,  + B,I'+c,T? + D,T' 

-- I- 



A, 3, C and D are curve fit parameters unique to each specie, i. The static enthalpy, h, is 
now, 

With 
7 

h,(T) = h: i- fCg, (T)dT 
TJ 

and using the tabulated data for formation. Finally the Euler equations to be 
when reactions are pres 

u= 

e form of differential equations with the 

which the boundary and 



to vhich the boundary and initial conditions are applied when the weak fornulation is 

s applied to the wave 

acy discrete approxima 

interpreted at the same 



the LDS method 
ulted in a more 

opriate boundary conditions 
es not hold. Also, a large 

differentia1 equation. 

s selected, then At is not an 

to analyze the stability cham 
time-step to the next. One 



numerical treatment error type is the round-off error 
er of calculations in which there 

rs associated an amplification factor 
errors will bohave in the course of 

the solution procedure. If the lAFl < 1, where1 A F  I= 

if the CN exceeds a 
a simple equation. 



roach can be chosen implemented to solve the res 
fourth order Runga-Kutta 

as used to march the 

5.2 (Grids 

rn = mass flow rate 
p= density 

ot affected because 

--- 



curate and unreliable 

t for the next time- 

governing equations, the 
subsonic or supersonic 

arized as follows. 
ressure at inlet, the 

q=Mc 
e, 

p = statie pressure 

M - Mach number 

p = density 
R= 
C- 
u= 
V =  

4= 



we assume that and4 at the inlet remain stant, then the Mach number and 
ve1ot:ities are calculated as below. 

M =  /-$q -- 
a supersonic inlet, four cal BCs must be specifi 

temperature), po (stagnation p e), a physical conditio sity), andM (Mach 
supersonic outlet, all of the BC osed numerically. 

-direction velocity), v (y-direction velocity, and p (pressure) are 

culated by solving for Tusing the equation 

d using the following equ 
e=c,T+-(u* 1 +vz)  

2 

and constant pressure. 
(stagnation pressure), and a third 

et it is usual to specify the 
direction velocity) are linearly 

mature)+ g (total velocity), 

ach number) is calculated as follows. 



C 

anner. Here there is 
tangency condition 

is no velocity component 
not affect the velocity values in 

value. Then u(x-direction 



e obtain 

which are the C From the first equation 



.. 
the real axis y = 0, u(x) = f (x )  and v(x) = 0, therefore for real functions 
au 

k - = b*-,o ax 
whi now be written as 

h I f ( x +  
h ".. .. 

erated) grid contained a 

rent from standard formulation 



yl = y(x) 4- mhf(  

... 

... 
+ a m  - Ihf(ym - 2 )  

3- h )  = ym = y(x) +amhf(y. - 1) 

'%e Euler equations i -dimensional flow are 

n gen 

au 
at 

se the source term J=O and it is assumed that- = 0. 



F, = puv 

The following solves forth 
Soking for u yields 

F u=--l 
P .  

p = 4 -  

Solving for p yields 

y=- F3 
F; 

In addition, the following therm0 

e =  

amic relations will be utilized h this derivation. 
P 
P 
- 

S 

7 
p = F  -3- 

P 2 

simplifying e can be written as, 

+ ( 6-- “2 ) (E)  
P P  



Simplifying the coefficient of p and stant term yields the following, 

Dewiity, p, can now be solved for using thc quadratic formula. 

P =  
where 

ux components can now be restat re form as follows: 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

5.8 'The Euirr Equations of flow in two-dimensional form: Unsteady, Isentropic: 
Obtaining the pure form of the flux components in terms of the solution vector U. 

Rcs'zting the Euler equations in vector form for a two-dimensional tlow are 



in genextc form the same are = J. 

Sinc: the flow is isentropic the source term J=O. The solution vector is U and the F and G 
comionents must be expressed algebraically in term of the solution vwror components. 

pressure, p, and substituting the 
fun 

substituting into the components ofthe flux F an tois yields: 



G, =Us 



-. 
Figure 10. Lobo Temperature Results after 30000 Time Steps 



6.0 

n was generated based on the 

7.0 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. mputing, WindcrWcGraw-Z-fill, 

8. i s  using Autoassociative 


